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The Deputy of General Secreteriat of Liberation Party and 
Ankara Province Minister Comrade Sait Kıran’s  

Opening Speech 

  From the country of Comrade Castro, waving the flag of socialism in the 

world strongly, Ambassador of Cuba, Comrade Ernesto Gomez Abascal, 

welcome… 

  (Applause…) 

  Representative of Hugo Chavez’s country, The Bolivarian Venezuela 

Republic, the nightmare of the American Imperialism, which thought world 

is a thornless rosarium for her after the collapse of the Socialist Bloc, 

Comrade Marbelis Linares, welcome… 

  (Applause…) 

  Distinguished Guests, Comrades! 

  We are opening our Commemorative Meeting named ‘Heroic Guerilla 

Che Guevara Lives in the Revolutionary Struggle of the World’s 

Peoples on the 40th Anniversary of His Being Murdered’. 

  I salute you all on behalf of my Party, People’s Liberation Party. 

  (Applause…) 

  To talk about Che in a word, one should say he is a real man who gave 

everything of his except his humanity for  the salvation-liberation of 

peoples, liberation of humanity. 

  (Applause…) 
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  In a short period as 39 years-a short period considering the life span of 

mankind - he made the greatest sacrifices that could ever be made for the 

liberation of humanity; he showed the elevated values to humanity and to 

this end he threw himself into struggle, in his own words, for a nation 

whose flag he wasn’t born under, for a nation he didn’t belong to; he took 

part in  the Liberation of Cuba as a second man after Comrade Castro; after 

coming to power he didn’t content himself with this, he threw himself into 

struggle for the Liberation of Congo in Africa, one of the farthest places to 

Latin America and while he was struggling again in a country whose flag he 

wasn’t born under, for a country he didn’t belong to, in Bolivia, for  the 

liberation of Bolivian People,  he was murdered by the  imperialist forces… 

  Thus, Comrade Che has been unforgettable in the conscience of all people 

in the world. He became immortal. How happy he is! 

  (Applause…) 

  Now I invite you to stand at attention for a minute to show respect to 

Memory of Heroic Guerilla Che Guevara. 

  (We Give Our Regards to Those Who Died Before Us, We Give Our 

Regards to Those Who Died  While Struggling!) 

  Comrade Che lives and struggles in the Revolutionary Struggle of The 

World’s Peoples. 

  (Applause…) 

  Distinguished guests, before initiating the program our friends want to 

give a right warning. Please, turn your phones down or turn them off. 

  *** 

  (Poem and music concert… A slide show…) 

*** 

  We thank our young friends for their excellent work. 
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  Distinguished Guests, Comrades, 

  Let me give you some information about the flow of the program. Now, 

esteemed Ambassador of Cuba Ernesto Gomez Abascal and People’s 

Liberation Party Leader Nurullah Ankut are going to make speeches to 

commemorate Comrade Che. Then, we will have a break for half an hour. 

After that our estimable Folk Music Artist İsmail Hakkı Demircioğlu is 

going to address you. 

  I invite esteemed Ambassador and our Party Leader to the stage.     

  (Applause…) 

  Comrade Sait Kıran: We had organized a conference called ‘The Left 

Winds Blowing from Latin America are Signs of Awakening of People’ 

in  which esteemed Ambassador Ernesto Gomez Abascal and People’s 

Liberation Party Leader Nurullah Ankut participated  in Ankara on 18th 

March 2006. Derleniş Publishing collected speeches of this conference in a 

book. They asked us to give both esteemed Ambassador and Leader of the 

People’s Liberation Party one copy. I wish to give them in the presence of 

you. 

  (Applause…) 

  Now esteemed Ambassador is going to address you.  
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Turkey’s Ambassador of Cuba 
Comrade Ernesto Gomez Abascal’s Speech 

  I thank esteemed friends of People’s Liberation Party for organizing 

such a grand program. 

  It’s really a great honor for us to be able to be here together with you. 

Che is One of the Greatest Symbols of 

Justice and Human Honor 

  I thank you very much for giving us the opportunity to deliver you a 

speech one more time and give you the message of Socialist and 

Revolutionary Cuba resisting the attacks of the strongest empire just 

opposite our coasts for fifty years. 

  It’s necessary to mention an example of one of the greatest symbols of 

justice and human honor which made history to become apparent as the 

fruits of the revolution struggle carried out in Cuba. I’m talking about Che 

Guevera, who was murdered after being captured as wounded on a 9 

October day forty years ago. 

  We have learnt right in these days that a Bolivian NCO called Mario 

Teran, who fired the gun to end Hero’s life for executing the orders of USA 

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and who is an old man now, has been 

operated from his eyes by Cuban doctors on duty to cooperate with sister 

South African people.        

   This event is a humanity lesson for people thinking only destruction and 

crime. As for today,  hundreds of Cuban people are in Bolivia in order to 

help  with the establishment of a new country. The seeds of Che in this 

country bear fruit owing to lengthy struggles of people. 
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  And it bears fruit in other countries where they’ve started to reap the 

reward of struggles against the hegemony of the United States of America, 

against lawless and traitor oligarchy and against injustice.  

  This would be the best commemoration just when his revolutionary image 

is becoming gigantic and he is being exalted in front of the ones who tried 

to kill him and when he rises strongly in peoples’ conquests, on the 40th 

anniversary of his being murdered. 

  His clear and definite mind conveyed in the long resistance of Cuban 

People against an imperialist enemy that can be presumed as ‘The 

Omnipotent God’, constructed and opened the way of liberty of the other 

peoples. And he is still encouraging for the same goal and continuing to be 

a model of struggle to attain a better and juster world. 

  Cuba has resisted and is going to do the same in spite of  the continuous 

offensiveness of her Northern neighbor pleading lies such as ‘struggle 

against terrorism’, ‘returning to democracy’, and ‘human rights’ as a 

mediatic weapon in order to impose her single idea and to be able to despoil 

resources of our countries and establish her own hegemony and domination. 

  Draft resolution demanding to lift the economic blockade which the USA 

imposes on my country is going to be put to the vote in the General 

Assembly of the United Nations once more on 30th October. Just the same 

as recent years and as usual, all  the International Community will support 

Cuba’s demand, to which only the USA and Israel oppose. 

  This situation shows  the prestige of Cuba, carrying out the General 

Secretariat of Non-Aligned Movement Countries and how the policy of 

American government has fallen into disfavor. 

 

 

USA Wages Dirty Wars and Tortures Against People 

  In order to attain their goals, they not only impose blockages or economic 

pressures but also make preventive wars, invade countries, bomb civil 

people, establish concentration camps as they invaded bases illegally in 
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Guantanamo, kidnap innocents and throw into secret prisons, torture and 

give all kinds of damage. What troops in Iraq do everyday, the support they 

give to Israel to commit genocide over Palestinian People, and threats of 

attack on Iran are the most recent examples.       

   Despite the fact that strong Press Institutions keep up appearances, it’s 

clear that they’re the ones causing terror and performing it. World’s People 

are aware of this fact. 

  Cuba has been enduring this penal policy since she accomplished a 

socialist and independent revolution. Fascist groups directed by American 

governments and having the support and protection of them have executed 

all kinds of terrorist attacks on our people. 

  We have been exposed to their landing of mercenary, dirty wars, 

assassinations, all kinds of sabotages, biologic actions and terrorist attacks 

causing death of our 4 thousand people, injury and impairment of ten 

thousand people and also 90 billion dollars economic loss. 

 

The USA Has Arrested 5 Cuban Heroes Unjustly 

  In order to defend ourselves against this terrorist policy, 5 Cuban young 

had been working in Miami-Florida to gain information which will help 

preventing new attacks. As a gain of this work Cuba Government submitted 

the proof of these terrorist activities, which can as well threat the security of 

American citizens, to American authorities. 

  For all that, authorities arrested the 5 Cuban young instead of arresting the 

terrorists moving freely in American territories. And those young were 

subjected to stand trial at a lawsuit in which violation of laws are common, 

in an atmosphere where hostile feelings are raised, affecting the impartiality 

of justice. 

  None of the 5 Cuban were carrying gun. None of them resorted to 

violence. They hadn’t seized any secret files which can affect security of the 

USA. There is no proof about their effort to reach information on the USA’s 

Armed Forces. Nevertheless they have been accused of espionage. 
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  5 Cubans when trialed openly declared that they had worked to prevent 

terrorist attacks carried out in our country. They are accepted as people who 

struggle against terrorism. 

  The authorized people of this country, full of feelings of political revenge, 

deriving pleasure from giving harm to those who will not be able to support 

themselves, have sentenced them to long years of imprisonment. They have 

been kept in single rooms. Their right to see their families has been refused 

for two years. One of them was sentenced to two lifetime imprisonment, the 

other to lifetime confinement and the others are sentenced to long years’ 

imprisonment. 

  This illegal trial was appealed by defense lawyers. The trial, in which two 

judges took part was executed in order to be looked into. Last trial, executed 

in last August haven’t been concluded, yet. It is required to annul the latest 

trial. Lawyers proved that this trial was held by violating legal principles 

and norms countless times. We are waiting for conclusion. But we aren’t 

labouring under a delusion of American justice. 

  For this reason, it is necessary to start an international campaign to make a 

plea to set free the 5 Cuban by creating a greater influence in recent months. 

It’s important that international public opinion, especially the American 

public opinion, know thoroughly the illegitimacy and demand to be just. 

 

According to the USA They Are the Warriors of Freedom 

Who Make Terrorist Activities Against Cuba 

  While terrorists are strolling around Miami streets and in other cities, there 

are 5 Cuban young, who have been kept in prison for 9 years accused of 

struggling with terrorism. 

  The most famous but not the only actions against Cuba are what Posada 

Carriles and Orlando Bosch did. Both of them are accepted as Bin Laden of 

the West. They have a record that no one can compete with them in respect 

of guilt. They have committed crimes such as exploding a civilian plane 

belonging to Cuba Airway with bomb, assassinating progressive Latin 

American people, sabotage actions intended to harm Cuban economy, 

actions with bomb in the borders of the USA, taking part in dirty war in 
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Nicaragua and in suppression acts against leftist political movements and 

parties in Latin America and many crimes suchlike. 

  But those who make all these are good terrorists. As a matter of fact, there 

are ‘good terrorists’ and ‘bad terrorists’ for American authorities. 

According to authorities in Washington their own terrorists are warriors of 

democracy and freedom. And patriots who struggle with external attacks for 

their freedom, yes they are real terrorists. 

  Countries resisting their dominance are ignoble countries. And they are in 

the list of candidate countries to be bombed and destroyed. 

 

 

  Comrades, friends, 

  Cuba is grateful to all who assisted the struggle with terrorism that Cuba 

can never back out and raised voice for 5 patriots imprisoned unfairly in 

America. 

  Cuba is going to continue struggling against war and terrorism for peace, 

for independence, freedom and real democracy, for development, justice 

and honor, standing by all peoples, believing cordially that a better world is 

possible. 

  And today we, like Che, say : ‘Always towards victory’ . 

  (Slogans… Viva Cuba, Viva Socialismo…) 
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People’s Liberation Party Leader 

Comrade Nurullah Ankut’s Speech 
   

 
Dear and Honorable Comrades, 

  It’s such a great honor to commemorate a hero like Che, together with 

Comrade Ernesto Gomez, esteemed ambassador in Turkey of Cuban people 

defending Socialism and Proletariat Internationalism like Che without 

compensating and stepping back, decidedly, bravely and manfully in the 

world especially after the collapse of Socialist Bloc; with representatives of 

Comrade Hugo Chavez, who declared that he was a learner of Fidel, Che, 

Camilio, Raul and he would keep going their way all along his life. 

  (Applause…) 

Che Was a Militant Who Devoted Himself to Cause of 

Liberation of Humanity, He Was a Warrior of Socialism! 

  But this is our right, comrades. This is our right in Turkey. Because we are 

the representatives of a movement that continued the struggle of Hikmet 

Kıvılcımlı, who took up Proletariat Socialism in 1921, until today manfully, 

honouredly and decidedly! 

  (Applause…) 
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  And as I always say, repeating it once more: We are the sole movement 

that backs up everything what we have said and what we have written since 

1921. 

  Poet Atilla İlhan, whom I like as a poet but not as a revolutionary says: 

  The words we carry in our hearts 

  Like a loaded gun 

  Those words that uttered once 

  For we are hanged 

  (Applause…) 

  Our Master Kıvılcımlı and Che lived and Fidel has also lived properly to 

this motto: 

  40 years ago, Che, on 8th October in La Higueras Village, his hands tied 

from the front, he spit mucus out to fascist Colonel A.Selich’s face when he 

was tried to be questioned by A. Selich and his torturer butchers: 

  ‘Officers are coming back to try to get information about deserter 

guerillas at about nine o’clock p.m. after they have dinner. There is a 

wall in front of them. For a moment, Andres Selich, seizes Che’s beard 

with such a violent anger that, a handful of it remains in his hands. And 

as a response he is slapped by Ernesto which he delivered with his tied 

backhand. After that Che’s hands are tied from the back.’   (Jean 

Cormier, Che Guevara, p. 405-406) 

  In short, his heart didn’t even beat a little faster than his daily rhythm even 

when he was at death’s door. He looked at his murderers’ faces with a 

derogatory and disdainful manner until his dying breath. 

  Our Master Kıvılcımlı had never got flurried when monsters hedging 

around him were torturing him in torture rooms. Torturers got flurried. They 

overturned the hot brazier full of cinder because of their flutter and 

bewilderment. And the wooden floor of the room caught fire. ‘ We’re gonna 

burn the station’ they said hastily. Master Kıvılcımlı said ‘Do whatever you 

do, bastards!’ 

  In short, comrades, in order to be a hero, a man is to be courageous. 
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  You may not need to be so courageous to be a scientist, an artist, a simple 

bureaucrat. 

  But if you put your heart to people’s struggle, if you are in a battle against 

a country which created fascist dictatorships in various countries since 

1950’s, which conducted tens of occupations, slaughters, you are to have a 

heart as Che, Fidel, Kıvılcımlı. 

  As we say: 

  ‘Courage is a homeland for us. It is a homeland in which our ideals, 

humanity, honour take shelter. If we don’t owe it, we can’t preserve 

them.’ 

  You know, Hz. Ali, the caliph who had defended the Primitive Socialism 

the most actively, said: 

  ‘If you submit to injustice, you lose your honour together with your 

right.’ 

  Yes. You can never submit to injustice. You can’t step back! These heroes 

lived in this way all through their lives. Because of this, peoples all over the 

world, let them be friend or enemy, have to remember them with respect. 

  Even the USA’s servant Bolivian Dictator Barrientos, who murdered Che, 

had to make a declaration after his murderers executed the slaying: ‘The 

World has lost an idealist.’ 

  Even his Commander of Armed Forces fascist General Miraf Lores 

Ovando had to say: 

  ‘Che is going to be memorialized as a hero all over the world.’ 

  Che was such a courageous, altruistic struggler who devoted himself 

to the welfare of others, he was a soldier of Socialism! 

  On the other hand these inglorious men declared at first: ‘There has been a 

clash between  the Marxist guerillas and the military troops; there are 

casualties in both sides. The Commander of Guerillas Che Guevara is 
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among them.’ And they hoped that their dishonest lies would be believed 

and their brutality would be concealed. These cowardly men intended to 

say: ‘ Che was a good man. We wouldn’t want his being dead, either. 

Unfortunately he died in  a clash.’ Thus, they tried to parade themselves as 

innocent people but not as butcher cowards. Of course, they couldn’t dare to 

accept the responsibility of murdering Che cowardly. As we always say: 

Traitors and cruels are coward. 

  Can you imagine ,comrades?.. 

  They execute the commands from Pentagon, Washington like servants and 

on the other hand,  they do not help themselves making such 

announcements. 

Che: A Real Man 

  Che had never been concerned with himself. He wanted to serve people as 

a scientist, as a researcher even in his early adolescence. He chose such a 

way. Later he took a journey to Latin America by his motorbike because of 

his traveling interest when he was a medicine faculty student. And this was 

a milestone in Che’s life. He witnessed that peoples were bewildered… 

Enslaved… Exploited… Taken as beast of burden… Children were dying 

and dying due to hunger, lack of medicine and doctors… 

  Che, his heart full of human love, forsook being a scientist, being a 

researcher. ‘From now on I’m supposed to serve these people at least as a 

doctor’ he said. ‘I must try to stop the pain of these people doing my best.’ 

  Can you think of it, Comrades? 

  A man proves his or her real humanity when facing a person suffering. If 

you  can really feel the pain of that person deep in your heart, you are a real 

human. Or you are a real human in proportion to what you can feel. 

  A woman who is Spanish in origin sends Che a letter from North Africa, 

from Algeria I think, after the Victory of Cuban Revolution. Her surname is 

also Guevara. She thinks they could be relatives and ask Che: 

  ‘Which region of Spain did your ancestors migrate from? I wonder if 

they were in the same region with my ancestors…’ 
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  Che answers; 

 

  ‘I don’t know which region of Spain my ancestors migrated from. In 

fact, it’s not much important for me. But, if you can shake with 

indignation in case of an injustice which occurs in the far end of the 

world, then it means we are friends, this is the most important thing.’ 

  Because to be a real human is this, comrades! 

  (Applause…) 

Che in Guatemala 

  Che heads to poorer countries of Latin America once more after he 

graduates from Faculty of Medicine in order to help Latin American 

Peoples as a doctor and cut their pain a little bit at least. He goes to 

Guatemala. At that time a young soldier from public named Jacobo Arbenz 

becomes  the president. He is progressivist, patriotic and anti imperialist. He 

invites all progressivists, patriots to his country. He initiates a radical land 

reform. There all areas of agriculture in a large scale, at a rate of 80%, are in 

the hegemony, exploitation of a monopoly of the USA, United Fruit 

Company, as in whole Latin America, Cuba is in the same position before 

the revolution. He deprieves that company of those lands and nationalizes 

them. 

  This USA company, which has close relationship with all the units of the 

government of the USA, taxed and registered his land’s decare from 3 

dollars on the record to pay his tax lower. And Arbenz nationalizes the land 

from 3 dollars. 

  This monopoly claims: ‘Hectare of my land amounts to 75 dollars. How 

can I sell it for 3 dollars?..’ 

  And Arbenz says: ‘ You have been paying from 3 dollars up to now. How 

could the value of this be 3 dollars then? Not much!.. 3 dollars!..’ 

  However, as we all know, the USA takes over the mission 

of ‘chiefbanditry’ of International Imperialism from England at the end of 

the World War II. And it performs its first fascist coup in Iran in 1953. He 

subverts the prime minister, Muhammed Musaddık, who is Turkish in 
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origin. He initiates a radical land reform like Arbenz; he takes petrolium, a 

wide subterranean wealth of his country, from monopolies of the  USA and 

England and nationalises it. He is a progressivist and patriotic man. The 

USA subverts him. Then he turns towards Latin America and subverts 

Jacobe Arbenz by a fascist coup in 1954, which CIA plans and heads… 

  This is the first fascist coup that CIA and the USA performed in Latin 

America. After that perhaps tens of fascist coups alternate. This cowardly 

bandit would torture all Latin American Peoples. 

  Che sees topsyturviness, pain which the peoples suffer from and the 

cruelty, heartlessness and injustice of  the fascists. He is brave of course. He 

gets angry with Guatemalean People: ‘Why don’t they get armed and fight? 

They just surrender the fascists.’ he says. 

  At that time Che is a nationalist revolutionary, like Fidel before the 

revolution. He is not a socialist yet. He meets his first wife Hilda from Peru 

before this fascist coup. Hilda is a socialist. And she explains the lowdown 

of the Imperialism and its class base. 

  Che is a sincere, openhearted person seeking the truth… 

  Anyway comrades, (showing Che’s poster, publisher) when you analyse 

these eyes, this look… As a song says; ‘In a spring morning’… These 

eyes are pure, clean, brillant, relieved… That look is clean… 

  It is the soul underneath that look, which is clean. His clean soul, 

sincereness and highness of his morals are among the most important 

features of Che. 

  (Applause…)  

  ‘If a person only devotes himself to a high matter he can give a look 

like that. He can look so sincerely and chastely.’ says Eduardo Galeano. 

  I mean we see Che’s heart in his eyes! 

  Let me mention the moment that photo was taken, comrades. 
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  Our comrade told us what kind of cruelties and tortures this chiefbandit 

has done to Cuban People as well as world’s peoples… 

  USA slayed 100 innocent Cuban people, mariners in a sabotage action 

against Cuba. And Che, at their funeral, came to ceremony ground and 

appeared on the platform where  the funeral was conducted for a very short 

time and turned to his work. Alberto Corda pressed the shutter release. 

And the photo was taken at that moment. As Alberto Corda says, Che 

doesn’t like his photo to be taken at all. If we observe carefully,  we can see 

that we have very few photos of him or rather very few photos of Che could 

be taken. Alberto Corda knew Che, Fidel and other heads of Cuban 

Revolution from the outset of the revolution, he was with them. Thus, he 

could press the trigger in a short time which can be counted in seconds and 

take this famous photo of him. 

  I mean in that look we can see the hatred and animosity against that 

coward USA Imperialism. 

  At the same time in the same look we can observe the pain he feels for his 

Cuban comrades whom he lost, friends. 

  Cowardly USA has performed countless sabotages. She also caused  a 

Cuban plane carrying Cuban Fencing Team which picked almost all the 

medals in a world cup to fall and killed 73 Cuban people in 1977, I think. 

She has countless sabotages like this. 

  Our comrades said CIA, USA had Che murdered. Yes, if we have enough 

time left we will talk about it more thoroughly. 

  Cuban revolutionaries initiate a wide, radical land reform in the first year 

of the Cuban revolution in the same way Arbenz does. In short, Fidel and 

Che want to fulfill the Democratic Reform Plan which he manifests in his 

famous plea named ‘History Will Acquit Me’, and they fulfill their end. 

Then the USA places economic embargo on Cuba. She figures out that she 

has a merciless enemy against her and an undaunted ally of the world’s 

people. Such an enemy for her and such an ally for world’s people 

appeared. At that moment the USA makes the decision to kill Fidel, Che 

and Raul. They come together and decide to kill them. We have to 

annihilate them. Unless we suffer from them, they say. In short, the decision 

of  the murder of Che is given by USA Imperialists in 1960, comrades. 
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  Like other progressivists, revolutionaries, patriotics Che is exiled from 

Guatemala. Revolutionaries are filled to trains and deported by servants of 

new fascist dictatorship by servants of the USA. 

 

Che Meets Fidel 

  Che adjourns to Mexico from there after going to a few Latin American 

countries. And in these years Cuban revolutionaries, Fidel’s friends, tells 

about Fidel’s and his friends’ attack on Moncada Barracks at a place 

excitedly. Che doesn’t know anything about what Fidel does and the attack 

on Moncada Barrack until then. I mean he doesn’t know in detail. He has 

some suspicion about action which is performed that much courageusly, 

daringly, boldly can be real or not. He can’t even give himself over to think 

for a while; ‘ Why are these people not telling a cowboy tale?’ he says. 

Shortly he finds Fidel’s attack on Moncada a bit fictitious. 

  They meet Cuban revolutionaries in Porto Riko and they adjourn to 

Mexico as our friends told. Cuban revolutionaries introduce Che to Raul. 

And Raul introduces him to Fidel. 

  They sit and talk with Fidel one night and he is persuaded in one night to a 

revolution conception which he found too unrealistic. He is persuaded in 

one night. 

  This shows not only Che’s openheartedness, respect, interest and quest for 

truth but also Fidel’s faith in his opinions and his logical consistency and 

ability to defend his opinions, comrades.  

  They decide together to start a second operation against Batista 

Dictatorship in Cuba. They participate together in a training which Alberto 

Bayo, the great commandant, guerilla commandant gave. And as we all 

know, they sail to Cuba with 82 Comrades with Granma. 

 

Each Cruelty Involves a Rebellion 
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  Cowardly actions and crimes committed against humanity by chiefbandit 

have certainly caused great suffering. But at the same time created the 

changes in Che’s life, friends. If she hadn’t built a fascist dictatorship in 

Guatemala, Che could have continued curing people as a doctor there for 

many years. And perhaps he would never meet Fidel. But we say that life is 

dialectic because of this, comrades. Even the greatest negativeness 

comprises positiveness in it. No other way is possible. No other way can 

reality exist. 

  What is it that gives a person the greatest pain?.. 

  His friends’, acquaintance’s death comrades… Nothing can give such a 

great pain. Not his own… Comrades’ and friends’ I say… Yet even this fact 

substantiates the change the positive change in the world. It couldn’t happen 

in any other way. Humanity wouldn’t have maintained itself in another 

way… I mean pain creates, forms, constitutes so many positive things at the 

same time. 

  As Che says, they are the USA imperialists who have worn the boots of 

‘Hitler’ after 1945. The chief of today’s USA is Bush, the dishonorable. 

This fascist coward is the enemy of the humanity; this scurvy’s cruelty 

against people will also cause peoples’ awakening. And one day USA 

imperialists will feel too cheap to look at people’s faces. 

  Comrade Ernesto Gomez has said: ‘This coward calls struggler of freedom 

who take her side and who are her servants. Yet, she calls terrorists who are 

friends of humanity,  who challenge  her own interests and her attacks.’ 

  This is not only a claim of our comrades or communists like us, friends. 

It’s not an abstract claim. Let me show you a very concrete evidence. 

  A newspaper named Al Vatan which is published in Qatar, one of Arab 

Emirates says: 

  ‘Let the USA mirror herself. The USA, which seeks solely her own 

interests while describing several countries as enemy, is trying to 

enforce her classifications to all of us.’ 

  It puts forward the same true, right opinions as our comrades did in the 

details of the article. 
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  And this Qatar newspaper proves that Che didn’t die for anything and our 

Cuban friends didn’t withstand for only themselves for 40 years. It says: 

  ‘Cuba and Venezuela can be a model.’ 

  Let’s read: 

  ‘Cuba, Venezuela, Northern Korea and Belarus are configuring a 

socialist-economic system under the control of the state. This situation 

does not let foreign companies plunder national economy, especially 

Cuban and Venezuellan experience whose success has increased,  

(Look, be careful, friends, especially whose success increased )(I mean even 

they appreciate, friends) can form a model that can be imitated in other 

Latin American countries. Radical names came into power lastly in 

Bolivia, Nicaragua and Equator which decided to draw inspiration 

from this model. Zimbabwe is the latest example which USA is afraid of 

ranging herself with enemy countries in South Africa.  The President of 

Zimbabwe Robert Mugabe nationalized the lands of white minority in 

the country so as to be passed on native people. A high amount of 

tension worldwide is increasing due to American unlawful guidance. 

This guidance takes its source from assessments which have an attitude 

based on offensive tendency and double standard but not from an 

unchangeable, high principle.’ 

  Whose offensive attitude? 

  The USA’s. 

  Then, words about the USA’s being chiefbandit are not communists’ 

abstract claims. These are assessments that utter the truth. A newspaper of 

Qatar determines the same thing. 

  There is another actual news. It mentions it, too. We encounter this news 

as first or second news for a few days… Public led by the Buddhist priests 

were demonstrating against the military government. And they were right. 

Look what it says: 

  ‘Military government in Burma would have taken strong support 

from America in efforts of subduing public root if it had been a servant 

regime like banana republics in South America. Because in such 
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situations principle of human rights is adjourned. The military regime 

in Burma is Marxist and leftist. In this content it is a regime which 

deactivates capitalist ideology called Market Economy. Here it deserves 

the curse of Washington.’ 

  It goes on,  friends… 

  Unfortunately,  we do not have much knowledge about the class identity of 

the government and the movement in Burma. As far as mentioned here and 

as the media in the countries guided by the USA like us support this 

opposing movement most probably regime in force is a USA opponent and 

patriotic regime, friends. 

  On the other hand, elections will be held in Pakistan, next to the same 

country, a few days later to enable Pervez Musharraf to be elected as the 

president again. 

  All right, do  the USA and her servants say anything about it? How long 

has this servant been maintaining military government? As far as I 

remember for 6-7 years, hasn’t she? 

  And always in the USA’s support… There is no complaint, you see… 

  She executed two fascist dictatorships  in our country in the same way. 

  Who carried out 12th March and 12th September Dictatorships? 

  USA… It’s clear… No one denies this fact in Turkey any more. Provided 

that s/he is honest.  

 

Che’s Call for Struggle Is Continuing to Spread on the 

Grapevine and 

His Guns Are Passing From Hand to Hand 

  The servant media, at the USA’s service, so-called scientists, researchers, 

writers, even artists, politicians are so much cowardly, inhumane, ignoble 

that… comrades… 
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  They can’t resist Che today. They can’t utter any negative ,(‘pejorative’ in 

Western languages,) words about Che. Yet, unblushingly they try to use 

even him, a hero like Che, a hero of Cuba, against Cuba. They make 

demagogies, they pose disgusting lies cowardly, dishonourably like ‘They 

had disagreement, problem with Fidel and because of it Che went to Bolivia 

.’Moreover,  some of them make disgusting productions under the name of 

‘Che documentaries’. 

  However, comrades,  most of our friends must have read Che’s ‘Farewell 

Letter’.I recommend you to read it from Can Yücel’s translation. It has 

been translated many times, yet, the others can’t reflect Che’s heart beating 

full of love for those peoples, hatred for the chiefbandit, love for Fidel and 

Cuban comrades with all warmth I mean as it is. 

  In the last paragraph of that letter Che says to Fidel, friends: 

  ‘If our last hour will strike under separate skies, know that I will 

think of you even at the last moment.’ 

  He is so  loyal… 

  I want to read the last two paragraphs of this tiny booklet you see ‘ One 

Two More Vietnams’. Actually it’s very important in total. All of us 

should read again and again, friends. As you know this is the last message 

he sent to Three Continents Conference, held in Havana in April,1967 a 

few months before he was murdered. And this is his last addressing to the  

world’s peoples. This is Che’s last call which he addressed to World’s 

People and Revolutionaries of the  Labour Class. He sends this message 

when he continues the guerilla war in Bolivia. Our young friends may not 

know. I mean he adjourned to Bolivia in 1967 autumn and started guerilla 

and he was captured on October 8th,1967 and murdered on 9th October. He 

had been carrying on a guerilla war for 11 months in Bolivia. 

  ‘If we, who put under our self abnegation and our lives which is little 

we can give to order of struggle(can you think of friends, he says our lives 

our self abnegation, he says little that we can give to order of struggle), are 

supposed to breathe our last in a world which is watered by our blood 

and which is ours then, at that time it should be known that we sized up 

influence area of our actions well and we didn’t think ourselves more 

important than being a member of a great proletariat army, but we are 

proud of Cuban Revolution and its great commander(Fidel, friends) and 
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of great lesson taken from the attitude he had towards this part of the 

world. (And he quotes a sentence from Fidel:) 

  ‘If the fate of humanity is at risk, what importance can have the risks 

or self sacrifices which a person or a nation faces?’ (Fidel’s word) 

  ‘Each of our actions (this is the last paragraph, friends) is a battle cry 

against imperialism and against the United States of North America, 

ultimate enemy of human kind…’ 

  Can you think of it friends, ultimate enemy of human kind, the United 

States of America Imperialists… 

  We have said the same thing for 60 years, too. 

  In this respect our hearts beat in the same rhythm with Cuban Comrades 

and Che. On multiple issues… I’ll give examples as far as time lets. 

  I mean if you can’t say ‘this is the chiefbandit’you are not a revolutionary, 

you do not have the right to mention Che, Fidel and Cuba. 

  And in the previous pages of this message Che proposes that humanity, 

revolutionaries should set to war against this chiefbandit all over the world 

by arising hand in hand and creating ‘Two-Three, More Vietnams’. If we 

materialize this union one by one, all countries, oppressed countries will be 

freed from this rotten bastard. After that, this perpetrator which is like a 

fierce animal will have to withdraw to her den, to her country’s borders. 

And American People and American Labour Class will finish with it, says 

Che. 

  ‘This is a roll call to peoples against United States of America.’ 

  He says, all my struggle and war I have been carrying on in Bolivia is a 

roll call to the World’s peoples against this recreant. He defines his struggle 

like this. The struggle he gave his life for… 

  ‘… Whenever death may surprise us, let it be welcome if our battle 

cry has reached even one receptive ear and another hand reaches out to 

take up our arms, and if other people wail for our funerals in the midst 

of mitrailleuse sounds and new battle cries.’  
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USA’s ‘Sources of Hope’ 

  Why is this so important today, friends? 

  Because, there is a movement called Revolutionary Civil-Servant 

Movement in ideological line of ‘Yürüyüş-HÖC (The Front of the Rights 

and Freedom) ’.It has a website. This is an article from there. 

  A Congress of KESK (Confederation of Public Employees Trade Unions) 

was held in 2005. It was approximately two or two and half years ago, 

friends. And Revolutionary Civil Servant Movement’s supporters make a 

motion. And this motion is rejected. It is about what is rejected: 

  ‘Among the proposals, it was the proposal for constituting a 

programme of struggle against USA and EU Imperialism whose 

rejection was the most striking.’ 

  Such a proposal is rejected in a KESK Congress, friends. 

  Who can say it is revolutionary? Who can say ones who reject are 

democratic and patriotic? 

  These are flunkeys of USA –EU. 

  And how did we name them, with most proper name for them? 

  Pro-Sevres False Left … They have no right to be real left. 

  Indeed, they say the same things in this site: 

  ‘This proposal which cannot be rejected by people who call themselves 

revolutionary, democrat, patriotic and say ‘I’m for labor.’ was rejected 

in KESK Congress. All groups which rejected the proposal, first of all 

Patriotic Labor Movement Group are to explain the reason for their 

rejection to civil servants and all people. Ones who share the 

administration of KESK via Kurdish Nationalism also have to explain. 

What do ÖDP(Freedom and Solidarity Party) and EMEP(Labor Party) 

say about the issue?’ goes on, friends… 
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  Unfortunately ‘Yürüyüş-HÖC Movement which is claiming to be 

revolutionary is also in line with them on most issues today. In fact in the 

same line… 

  They are taking a stand together with them 

  This is an honour for us. 

  USA allies’ taking a stand against us, their declaring us as ‘enemy’ is an 

honour for us, friends! 

  Where do they take a stand? 

  Can a movement that adores AGOS Newspaper which is published  under 

the ideological guidance of Taner Akçam, who no one can deny being an 

agent of CIA, who lives in the USA and who is given a chair in a 

university, be a real leftist or  a revolutionary? Besides, Taner Akçam is 

among the writers of this paper. Can a movement supporting AGOS line 

among the writers of which is Yasemin Çongar,  whose being CIA’s or 

Pentagon’s voice can’t be denied by anyone, be revolutionary? Can a 

movement supporting AGOS Newspaper for which, USA’s flunkey living 

in the USA, Fethullah Gülen’s Zaman newspaper’s writers administrated 

officially, talk about being revolutionary? Of course, not! And because of 

that HÖC-Yürüyüş changed course, separated from revolutionary lines and 

joined the  gangs which we call Pro-Sevres False Left. 

  And what do American Foreign Affairs authorities, administrators say? 

  They say ‘Our Source of Hope’ for them, friends,’ ‘our source of hope’… 

  Is there a bigger curse or insult for a revolutionary than this? 

  But they give no answer. 

  What does  the USA call them? 

  ‘Democracy Forces’… 
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  Just like she calls her flunkeys…Like Tayyip Family, TÜSIAD, (Turkish 

Industrialists’ and Businessmen’s Association) MÜSİAD ( Islamic 

Businessmen’s Association) and other kind of cowards claiming to be 

artists, scientists etc., media bought for money and dictatorships in various 

countries of the world; ‘democracy forces’. 

  What does she say for us? 

  ‘Ones Showing Chauvinistic Attitudes’ says she. 

  You see… 

  Look, how USA sorts out... 

  This is an honour for us. Such a classification of the USA is an honour. 

There is not a greater honour than being his enemy in the world today! 

  (Applause…) 

   The representatives of Pro-Sevres False Left say about us: ‘They are like 

Yaşar Büyükanıt who has a USA merit medal.’ 

  They are demagogic accusations, nonsense things that have nothing to do 

with reality. Disgusting, dirty blaming. 

  But Yaşar Büyükanıt is more honest than them. 

  Why is he honest? Friends… 

  Enter  the General Staff’s site…It  introduces Army General Yaşar 

Büyükanıt. One of his properties is shown as a USA merit medal. He is 

described to have a USA merit medal. 

  But what about being declared by the USA as ‘source of hope’? 

  Isn’t this a more important medal or at least as important as it, friends? 
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  What does it mean to be announced as ‘democracy forces’? Isn’t it also a 

medal? Why don’t you confess it? You are for her with your actions, but 

why are you claiming to be revolutionary in your words?.. 

  No… Revolution area is not empty. We have been honour, glory and 

correct line of Revolutionism, Labour Class Movement and Marxist-

Leninist Movement since 1921!  

  (Applause…)   

  No one can deflect us one millimeter from our line. 

  No one can make us step back! 

  No one can frighten us! 

  No one can intimade us! 

  (Applause…) 

  We are all going to die. This way or that way. Has it any importance?.. 

  What is important? 

  Fidel explains: 

  ‘The important thing is, not to die turning back to enemy.’ 

  Yes, it is the only important thing in the world! 

  Dying while struggling courageously, fighting, friends! 

  Not to die turning your back to enemy, stepping back, fearing, 

cowering! 

  That is to lose your honour. 
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  We really understand Cuban Comrades and Che. Fidel and Che are so 

close to us. Because our ancestors also said when we were small children: 

‘My son, a man lives for his honour. If you can’t guard your honour, you 

are a worm. Not a human anymore. Your life has no value. For this reason 

you won’t allow anything to be said against it.’   

  Our Leader Kıvılcımlı, our comrades and we all have led such a life 

up to this age! 

  We will struggle and die in the same way from now on! 

  Our young comrades will also struggle in the same way! 

  This is revolution and being a human! 

 

Che is A Real Internationalist 

  As our friends said the most important characteristics of Che is his being 

Internationalist, comrades. 

  First of all, Che didn’t recognise borders between Latin American 

countries. ‘These are artificial borders which imperialists minted and drew. 

Our mission is to erase them. We do not recognise them’ said he. His 

particular struggle was towards it. His broad struggle was towards the 

USA’s withdrawal to her den and world’s being a socialist family. 

  As our friends mentioned CIA makes a flunkey of imperialist, president 

called Kasavubu and hanged Lumumba, a patriotic prime minister in 

Congo, after overthrowing his government by a fascist coup d’etat. 

  CIA brings a gang flunkey of imperialists consisting of a trio called 

Kasavubu, Çombe and Mobutu to power. As we mentioned the USA 

made fascist dictatorships also in Africa. Che mentioned in previous 

pictures… 

  Che and his Cuban comrades are in Congo to struggle against fascist 

dictatorship with people of Congo. But when we read Che’s 
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‘Memories’ there, we discover that he was disappointed with patriotic 

leaders there. He says they are not altruistic enough. 

  Ahmet Bin Bela, one of the leaders of the Independence War of Algeria, 

had written the followings on this issue: 

  ‘He refused the private plane I want to put under his order when he 

came to ‘Congo -Brazil-he came several times. I met him each time he 

turned from Black Africa we talked at length, gave and took. He would 

turn back affected by continent’s well-known cultural richness each 

time, but not being able to find what he sought for due to thoughts and 

ways of perception of Marxism in Marxist parties of countries he 

visited. Cabinda experience, later, combined with his experiences in old 

Stanleyville had disappointed him.’ (Jean Cormier, Che Guevara, page 

343) 

  According to Che, leaders of anti-imperialist struggle in Africa weren’t 

altruistic enough. They didn’t dedicate themselves with their soul. 

Therefore, they couldn’t comprehend every aspects of struggle they gave. 

Of course Marxism, either… 

  And Che says in somewhere: 

  ‘African Peoples will suffer more if they follow such leaders.’ 

  Because the cause of revolution  was prior to everything for Che. He 

wouldn’t think any other things. Alberto Corda also says so and all friends 

who know Che say so… 

  After the victory of Cuban Revolution, Che is the Minister of Industry 

  He makes himself responsible for organizing socialist economy in the 

country. He wants to adjust, fix and organize the ruined country and 

economy which had been the colony of the USA for 60 years with a 

socialist manner. This requires great effort, of course. As you see how he 

works. During his duty, Che sometimes works 35 hours continuously…35 

hours continuously, friends. Without any pause… 

  This is such an altruistic, decisive, ambitious and devoted manner of Che. 
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  And again in somewhere says he: 

  ‘So rarely can I call in my house that guardsmen near my house can 

see my children more often than me.’ 

  That is to say everything is secondary for Che, friends. What is primary 

in all conditions, all the time is The Cause of Revolution, Revolution 

Struggle for Che. 

  His Cuban comrades and Cuban People are filled with admiration to Che’s 

althruism, his energy and his diligence. Even in times of some chat and 

relaxation, idleness they make jokes: ‘Psst… Che is coming!’they say and 

frighten each other jokingly. But they shied away from Che seriously. 

  Why? 

  Because Che  himself  works the most self-sacrificingly. He is also a 

model on that issue. 

  But he wants his other comrades and Cuban People to be like that. He 

expects them to be like that. 

  If we devote our lives to socialism struggle, we are to do like this, we are 

to work like this, says Che. 

  Che is  the General Manager of the  Central Bank, friends. 

  Look, how complicated economic duties he undertakes. And he fulfills 

these tasks successfully. 

  And Che is the  Commander in-chief of Cuban Armed Forces. 

  Again, he wipes out an army of 1200 cowards derived, educated and sent 

to Cuba via invasion, largely from Latin American traitors and CIA agents 

by the USA, under protection of her planes, her helicopters and warships at 

a place called Playa Giron in Bay of Pigs in 24 hours. 
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  Of course traitors are coward! When some of them are killed, others lay 

down arms. In 24 hours he finishes off  these cowards that CIA trained for 

months. Che is such a brave fighter and commandant. 

Personal Traits of Guerilla Commandant Che 

  Let’s talk about Bolivia, comrades, Che’s combat there… 

  It’s a fact accepted by all military experts that Che was the world’s  most 

famous, the most respectable guerilla commandant. 

  Once  I witnessed this. 

  Year 1970. Kütahya-Gediz Earthquake. We as Dev-Genç 

(Revolutionary Youth Organisation) went there to help people affected by 

the  earthquake, mostly from İstanbul University Faculty of Arts with two 

buses under my control-let me mention myself. Of course, military troops 

are there helping. Parachuters and members of the Airforce are in the 

foreground. The earthquake managers made us  pitch our tents next to them. 

We are chatting, talking. We are frank with our Dev-Genç collars and 

armbands, friends. We discuss socialism. The commander of the troop was 

a man called Liutenant Colonel Halit. Year 1970. The memories of Che’s 

being murdered are still alive, friends. We talked about Che. He is a guerilla 

officer, too… said the same thing: ‘Che, General Giap and Mao are the 

greatest guerilla commandants in the world.’ 

  I mean such a famous, respectable commandant digs trench in turns with a 

20 year-old person who newly joined the guerilla, working in equal duration 

of time, friends. And he participates in carrying and hiding the military 

munition and food to various regions  in person. At  the same rate… 

  I mean, he doesnt say: ‘I’m such a famous commandant, I don’t have to do 

these’. Moreover, he isn’t young then: He is 38 or he is in his 38s, friends. 

Although this is the case… And as Inti Peredo, one of the warriors who 

carried on guerilla after Che’s being murdered  said: ‘He is not a strong 

and healthy person.’ As we all know, he faces first asthma attack when he 

is two. And after that he is always in trouble with asthma. In Bolivia 

mountains he eats deer meat and has an asthma attack; he eats orange and 

again has an asthma attack… His body sometimes reacts those foods so 

heavily that his digestion system is disrupted totally. And the guerillas have 
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to carry him in a hammock for a while. I mean he becomes so weak to take 

a step in some occasions. However, he can perform the same physical 

activity and energy with the other guerillas, friends. 

  I mean he doesn’t say: I’m a commandant, older than you, furthermore I’m 

not healthy. For this reason,  exempt me from these works.’ He doesn’t 

have such mentality at all; Che even can’t think of this let alone he can 

accept. 

  I mean Che is such a person! 

  So,  he is brave, self-sacrificing and determined… Trustworthy… Self-

confidence is perfect… Always perfect… 

  Well ‘Can I accomplish this, perhaps?..’ 

  Such a question never passed through his mind in his life. Such a person is 

Che. 

Heroic Guerilla Che in Bolivia 

  Thus, USA Imperialism is seized with extreme fear of success of 

Socialism in Cuba, victory of Cuban Revolution, organization of socialist 

economy in Cuba and challenging this coward and forming a very positive 

example for Latin American Peoples. And she traces Che everywhere in the 

world. 

  Philip Agee has a foreword or we can say an introduction in this book 

named ‘CIA Against Che’. 

  Philip Agee is a former CIA agent who regrets, as most of our friends 

know. He has a two-volume book, ‘CIA Diary’, depicting cowardly and 

inhumane plans and operations that CIA made… A book which tells dirty 

works, detestable works of CIA. He also tells there. Philip Agee talks about 

how Che was watched by CIA since 1965 and how he searched him all over 

the world insistently. 

  Where is Che? They wonder… 
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  There are various rumors. Some say he took wrong asthma medicines; he 

is in a long term treatment in Soviet Union. In some part of the information 

CIA gains, he is said to be in Cuba. It is to say, CIA discusses on 

probabilities. Some say he is in a Latin American country. Some say he is 

somewhere in Africa… CIA investigates these probabilities or information 

coming. F. Agee himself is in a CIA unit in Mexico then. He tells in the 

book how insistently they searched him. 

  In the very beginning of Che’s struggle in Bolivia 3 guerillas are caught by 

Barrientos fascist government. The fascist torturers make all three talk. 

They learn that Che had started and continued the guerilla movement 

centered on Santa Cruz and Camiri regions of Bolivia, where Che has 

been and what he has been doing comes to a true picture then. And after 

that, all high level units of Pentagon and CIA take action. 

  And the first clashes start, too. In the early battles Barrientos’s troops are 

defeated. They suffer big losses. 

  They immediately collaborate with Pentagon, and the  military experts, 

CIA experts, executioners who have practiced pretty well in cowardly 

works in Vietnam flock into Bolivia. Felix Ramos Rodriguez is one of 

them. They give special training to Barrientos’s 4.800 persons of army. 

They give them a training given to special soldiers called R-2 Soldiers to 

combat against guerilla. They also support this 4.800 persons of force with 

military aircrafts and helicopters including napalm. And they make them 

chase Che and his 53 persons of guerilla troop. 

  Please, pay attention to unevenness: 53 guerillas at one side, 4.800 persons 

of force of fascist state, on the other side… 

  Besides, CIA and USA together with Barrientos blockade all the critical 

centers in Bolivia including the capital city La Paz. Together with his army 

and police force… They monitor all the entrances and exits, all camps, all 

hunting units, all hotels; I mean they terrorize all people coming and going, 

visiting there. They terrorize all public organizations first of all labour 

unions. Their sole aim is to prevent any sympathy for the guerilla and any 

participation to the guerilla… 

  Unfortunately, USA accomplishes her cowardly plans and work. Nobody 

joins the guerilla during 11 months. Scarcely any. And Che’s guerilla troop 

giving one or two losses in each clash shrink steadily; of course due to this 
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decrease its impact diminishes. And lastly on 8th October 1967 at Yuro 

Passage (It’s a steep passage, 60 meters in width and 1500 meters in height. 

A small stream, one or two in diameter, flows on its floor. But it has steep 

slopes in both sides. At that passage, Yuro Passage) 2.000 persons of this 

4.800 persons military force surround Che’s guerilla troop. They are 17 

people, Che and his friends. Despite this, Che never loses his calmness. İnti 

tells in his ‘Memories’. İnti is also murdered, later, as we know. He 

continues guerilla after Che. His brother Coco Perado takes command after 

him. They are Indian origined Bolivian revolutionaries. He is also 

murdered. He is martyrised. Shortly, Che never loses his temper. He 

prepares his combat plan calmly. They discuss on escape possibilities, I 

mean release possibilities from siege. They put forth concrete plan. The 

clash starts at about 13:00. Che’s guerilla troop shows a great resistance. 

They resist courageously. The military troops arrive. They are surprised. 

They did not expect such a resistance. Thefascist troops guided by CIA give 

two losses and several woundeds. 

  But there is a troop against them equipped with all kind of military 

supplies and military equipment… At this side there is a 17 persons of 

guerilla troop having restricted amount of bullets and only rifles and guns 

and hand bombs… It’s not easy to cope with and almost impossible… 

  In the afternoon Che, in order to find a way of escape, to break the siege, 

climbs the peak. But, unfortunately, he finds the fascist soldiers guided by 

CIA in front of him… 

  ‘The soldiers immediately open fire and Che is wounded from his 

right calf. He reaches for his own gun. But his M-1 carbine becomes 

useless with a bullet piercing it and passing through it. He draws his 

gun but sees there is no bullet in it. He has only his Solingen knife as a 

weapon.’  (Jean Cormier, Che Guevara, p. 403-404) 

  Che falls wounded. Guerilla Willy steps in front of him when soldiers try 

to rake him with gunfire  and get rid of him: 

  ‘He is the commandant Guevara, you have to show respect  him.’ he says. 

  He is also a brave guerilla… 
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  They are surprised by this event. They can’t believe at all. They inform 

high rank commanders and Che is taken captive. 

  They take 3 guerillas, one of them wounded heavily, with Che. There are 

dead guerillas. Che can only walk by being carried under someone’s arm. 

And he and his 3 comrades are brought to a small Bolivian village called La 

Higueras, ‘Fig Trees’. 

  He is taken to the village’s small school, in Che’s words, ‘ So primitive 

that it can’t even be used as a barn for animals in Cuba’. Julia Cortez, 

the female teacher of the school who has newly started her career comes to 

school on 9th October morning. The place Che has spent the night as 

captive is her class. When they meet, Che asks ‘How can you give 

education to people’s children in these places?’  

  The teacher is much influenced by Che. However, until that day, due to the 

propaganda of CIA and fascist state; 

  ‘I had been imagining Che as a monster. But when I saw the love, care 

and concern in his eyes, I couldn’t stop myself from admiring  him.’ she 

says. 

  Che speaks pure Spanish. He is a master of the  grammatical structure and 

details of the language. He reads the notes of the lessons covered on the 

board. Che finds and shows a spelling error of the teacher and corrects it… 

  In short, Che is so humanistic even when he goes to death, he thinks of 

people’s children. He isn’t taken up with his own problems. He has such a 

heart, conscience, soul that cares people so much and which is so calm, 

friends. 

  He is being watched in turns. In night turn Che talks at great length with a 

22 year-old, young noncommissioned officer, Mario Eduardo Huerta 

Lorenzetti. He influences him, too. And he feels admiration for Che, too. 

He accepts Che’s offer to help him to escape. He would help Che to escape. 

This young officer talks on the issue with the authorized sentry of the  

military troop composing a larger chamber outside. Because, to save Che, 

he also should help. But he frightens this young, good-hearted officer 

saying: ‘What are you doing? They kill all of us if something happens 

like this!’ .He can’t dare to do. 
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  The next morning Che says to the CIA agent, Cuban traitor Felix Ramos 

Rodriguez,  who wants to question him: 

  ‘I never speak to a traitor!’ 

  Upon that, the same young officer, M.E. H. Lorenzetti reproves the 

coward traitor R.Rodrigez,  who tries to insult Che: 

  ‘You must behave Che respectfully. He is a hero. He struggled for his 

country, for Cuban People, for Latin American People.’ and protects 

him. And according to the writers’ statements , he pushes him and makes 

him fall down. 

  And this spy threats that young officer saying: 

  ‘You will pay for it, stupid, wild Indian, Bolivian dog! 

  There upon,  the young honest officer tries to give a punch to the CIA 

agent. But Barientos’s Colonel Andres Selich prevents this by intervening. 

USA Likes to Use Traitors For Her Dirty Works 

  Felix Ramos Rodriguez attends Che’s execution personally. He has a past 

in Vietnam as a slaughterer. He has tortured and slayed Vietnam People. 

CIA has used the same spy in Iran. She has used him against Cuba in 

offensive actions... And now she  has used him in Bolivia. After that she 

uses him in Nicaragua... In Chile... In tens of fascist dictatorships in Latin 

America... 

  He possesses all kinds of ignominy. He is judged several times because of 

smuggling guns in Latin American countries. Of course he is acquitted by 

CIA each time although there is concrete evidence. 

  (Showing Adsy Cupull and Froilan Gonzales’s book ‘CIA Against 

Che’,publisher): 

  Here there are pictures of such a recreant with Father Bush in this book. 

George Bush receives Felix Rodriguez. Here they sit together. Of course 

friends sitting at the back can’t see. Here again there are Christmas wishes 
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which Father Bush-father of today’s recreant-wrote with his handwriting in 

person for Felix Rodriguez. And again, finally there is a photo of this 

recreant in his house in Miami. And in this photo he is , this dishonorable 

man is seen in his house, which he turned to a museum of his ignominy, 

which he decorated with belongings he stole from the guerillas he killed. 

  Shortly, the USA is such an ignominious imperialist bandit, friends. The 

troublemaker, chief enemy of humanity. In Che’s words,  the chief enemy 

of the  human race today. 

 

USA and CIA Are the Murderers of Che 

  As we mentioned before, the execution order is given by Pentagon. 

Barrientos can’t dare to put the order into practice on a sudden. He is 

seized with fear of ‘ I will be responsible for executing a famous, notable 

person like Che unjudicially. How can I explain such a thing?’ 

  But CIA convinces Barrientos with a long message, order written ( it is 

told in this book, friends): 

  CIA says: 

  ‘If you imprison him,  you’ll get into trouble. The guerillas who are his 

followers make activities to save him. People pursue him. The actions 

defending Che and reacting you arise all over the world. You can’t 

overcome  this. But if you kill him,  he will be forgotten...’ 

  I mean murderer of Che is USA and CIA, friends! 

  Barrientos’s butchers also murder 2 guerillas captured alive with Che 

immediately before his execution. Of course due to the  order of CIA... 

  The USA imperialists congratulate  their servants, Barrientos and his team, 

after the slay: 

  ‘The government of Bolivia received laudatory celebration messages 

from the United States of America. The American senator Howard 
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Backer expressed the USA’s thanks officially and openly in a speech. 

He declared that events had great importance for the USA and added 

that 460,6 billion dollars sent to Bolivia under the name of aid was 

actually a cheap cost for the victory brought to the USA because it was 

the amount spent in Vietnam War in a week.’ (Adys Cupull and Froilan 

Gonzalez, CIA Against Che, p. 150) 

  This paragraph clearly exposes who the real murderer is. 

 

   

Master Kıvılcımlı Analysed  the Cuban 

Revolution Right From the Outset 

  In 1967 summer when Che was still alive ( I went to Istanbul that autumn 

in 1967 as a freshman and  I wasn’t in  the socialist movement then), our 

Master was writing in Socialist newspaper. There he published and 

expressed his views as ‘Cuba and Che follow the most real socialist way 

in the world the most decidedly and the most courageously.’ 

  The headline of the article is ‘Cuba Challenges Fate’ 

  (Applause...) 

  In short, our master says Cuba challenges all imperialist bandits. 

  And in his article, he criticizes both CPC(The Communist Party of China) 

government and Soviet Union because they didn’t support and protect Che 

and Cuba sufficiently. 

  The head of the Soviet Union was Khrushchev then. He criticizes 

Khrushchev openly by giving his name. 

  Shortly, we have been  of the same opinion with Cuba and Che in every 

aspect for 40 years, friends. 

  Then, most of Turkish Left was in TİP (Turkish Labour Party). 
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  And Mihri Belli’s MDD (National Democratic Revolution) line was newly 

being shaped. 

  And after that, as we all know, some part of  the Turkish Left would 

scatter to CPSU (Communist Party of Soviet Union) line, and some to CPC 

(The Communist Party of China) line and later some to PPSh (Party of 

Labour of Albania) line. 

  We are the only revolutionary movement left thinking and acting with our 

own mind, friends. And we have been the one who applied Marxist-Leninist 

theory to our country’s originality as Lenin recommended. 

   

We Also Agree with Cuban Comrades on                              

Marxism-Leninism Issues 

  We have always been of the same opinion on several important issues of 

the revolutionary movement with our Cuban comrades and Che. 

  For example, we said about Mao: Mao followed a very correct line until 

1963. He accomplished a gigantic revolution, he is a great revolutionary. 

Yet, after 1963 he diverged. He deflected. He entered  a wrong line. 

  Che says the same, too, comrades, writes the same lines here. And Fidel 

also says the same thing. On the 18th anniversary of  the revolution. When 

does he say? As the revolution was accomplished on 1st January,1959, he 

said it in 1977; a woman spy of CIA in the appearance of a reporter of the 

American ABC channel guided by CIA, Barbara Walters, goes to Cuba to 

make an interview with Fidel. And as she asks about many issues she asks 

on this issue, too. And Fidel says the same thing about Mao. 

  When it comes to Stalin, we say he was the best learner of Lenin. He was 

the learner who understood Lenin best. We have always said it. But later, he 

turned towards the cult of personality. He broke off with the crowds-masses 

He lost touch with them.. He treated his comrades roughly. And because of 

this, qualified people didn’t grow in the Party and in his close circle. Or we 

can say qualified and honoured ones left the Party. He oppressed his 

comrades in his close circle. Of course, a self respecting person doesn’t 

accept being oppressed. 
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  What does he do? 

  He opposes and defends his thesis bravely and envisages paying for it or 

he can’t risk, he is discouraged and leaves and retreats. 

  And dishonoured people like Khrushchev find an opportunity. These kinds 

of people surround Stalin. Of course, losses caused by the  Imperialist 

World War II. are crucial here. This war exterminated almost all self-

sacrificing, courageous revolutionary leaders. Soviets lost twenty million of 

her people in this war, in this Imperialist Sharing War. 

  Fidel says the same thing for Stalin in the interview he made with Barbara 

Walters. You will see when you read it. 

Mustafa Kemal is the Leader-- the Commander-in-chief-- of 

Bourgeois National War of Independence 

  Let’s talk about Turkey’s distinctive issues a little, friends. To a subject 

which is being discussed passionately these days... To the subject what line 

Mustafa Kemal followed... 

  We say all along that Mustafa Kemal is the Commander-in-chief of 

National War of Independence led by the  bourgeoisie. 

  He developed a National War of Independence against international, 

occupant, predatory imperialist forces which aimed at the partition and the 

extermination of Turkey and won  the victory. 

  But we say the class structure of this movement is bourgeois. I mean 1919-

1923 National War of Independence is an anti-imperialist Independence 

War possessing bourgeois features. We always say it, friends. 

  Lenin makes the same statement, too. We wrote several times. 

  And Fidel also says it, friends. 

  Let’s give an example of it or prove it. In Yeni Yüzyıl newspaper dating 

15th March 1997, Jale Özgentürk makes an interview with Fidel in 
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Istanbul (as we know Fidel was chosen as a speaker in Habitat Meeting, he 

was in Turkey those days) 

  Fidel, referring to Mustafa Kemal, says: 

  ‘I wouldn’t have been able to accomplish what he had done. The real 

revolutionary is Atatürk. I have made such a big revolution, yet, I 

couldn’t have accomplished what he had done.’ 

  Seceder bourgeois politician Yıldırım Aktuna, who died recently, had gone 

to Cuba and visited Fidel when he was  the Minister of Health. Fidel says 

the same things to him, too. And he had reported, friends. Aktuna reports: 

  ‘Fidel expressed that he knew the whole life of Atatürk well and 

Atatürk was a great soldier and one of the most important leaders of 

his age, afterwards he said I have made such a big revolution in Cuba, 

but I couldn’t accomplish what Atatürk had done in Turkey.’ 

  Today there is a statuary of Mustafa Kemal only in a country except 

Turkey, friends. 

  Where? 

  Audience: In Cuba. 

  Nurullah Ankut: In Cuba, in Havana, friends. 

  (Applause…) 

  We have an honourable poet and story writer called Dursun Özden. He 

writes a story about Fidels in Turkey titled ‘Our Fidel’s Story’ . I mean a 

story about Turks named Fidel. And this story is awarded by a litterateurs 

association constituted by friends of Cuba in Latin America. And Dursun 

Özden was invited to Cuba to take his award. There he met Fidel, of course. 

He made interviews with Cuban people at the same time. He tells his trip in 

this book. The name of the book is ‘Cuba isn’t Far’... I advise you to read 

it... 
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  Here he quotes a conversation he made with one of the Cuban People in 

his Cuba trip. Let me read shortly: 

  ‘While I was cleaning wild grass passing through  the iron bars 

around Atatürk’s bust, an old black woman, nudging, pointed  at me to 

leave there. She warned me like saying it’s my job who are you? When 

I asked whose bust it was, Madam Lerya, who was speaking, laughing 

and going on cleaning stuff at the same time; said ‘He is the 

revolutionary leader of Turkey, Mustafa Kemal, who won the  

Independence War against imperialism in his country. A national hero 

like Jose Marti of Cuba and showed  the birth and death dates in 

Spanish written on the brass plate on the bust and the date of 

construction of the bust.’ 

  Did you pay attention, friends? 

  An old black Cuban lady says: ‘Mustafa Kemal is Jose Marti of Turkey. 

Or he is a national leader like Jose Marti.’ 

  What a right definition this is. 

  And we say what Jose Marti stands for our Cuban revolutionary comrades, 

Mustafa Kemal is the same for us. 

  (Applause...) 

  Fidel says ; ‘Jose Marti is the pioneer of our revolution.’ 

  As we know Jose Marti initiated a war against the  Spanish colonists with 

Cuba Revolutionary Party he established in 1895. 

  And he became a martyr being shot from his forehead while he was 

fighting courageously in a battlefield. From his forehead, not from his back! 

He was shot, he fell while he was fighting courageously. 

  Fidel says: ‘The starter of our revolution is Jose Marti’. 
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  Dursun Özden makes an interview with Alberto Corda, the  photographer 

of Cuban Revolution, who came to Turkey (to Istanbul) to participate in the 

Book Fair in past years. I want to read a short extract related to our subject: 

  ‘Dursun Özden: Is there any similarity between Mustafa Kemal’s and 

Castro’s destiny? 

  Alberto Corda: If you ignore time differences, Castro and Mustafa 

Kemal have common features. They were the leaders struggling with 

the same methods of a war which was anti-imperialist in common yet, 

unaware of each other. Such people can only be found in rare time and 

places in the world. 

  Dursun Özden: What is common in Turkey’s War of National 

Independence and Cuban Revolution? 

  Alberto Corda: For example: Mustafa Kemal landed in Samsun with 

Bandırma Ship in 1919. To save Anatolia. Che, Fidel and their friends 

who landed in Cuba with Granma Yacht in 1959 had the same aim. To 

rescue their country from the enemy.’ (Cuba isn’t Far, p. 56) 

  As you see, not only Fidel but also two people of Cuba in different status 

are of the same opinion with us about Mustafa Kemal. These people can see 

and comprehend the characteristics of our National Independence War from 

thousands of kilometers. But what a pity  that most of the people whom we 

call Pro-Sevres False Left can neither see nor comprehend it. As we always 

say they are tourists in Turkey. They know neither the history nor the 

present history of this country. 

We Are Supposed to Crown National Independence With Social 

Independence, With Socialism 

  We say the initiator of our anti-imperialist Independence War is Mustafa 

Kemal. We are going to carry through the war he started and crown it with 

Socialism, Social Independence. If we leave it only in the line Mustafa 

Kemal was, it will always regress. Counterrevolutions will always follow it. 

It can’t be accomplished. Because it becomes an incomplete movement. It is 

to be maintained, carried through and crowned with social independence, 

socialism. 
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  We say this. 

  At the same time, we say we aren’t Kemalists. And Mustafa Kemal isn’t a 

Kemalist, either. In fact, Mustafa Kemal doesn’t even know what Kemalism 

is. On the days of the National Independence War, imperialists and foreign 

press named  the independence warriors as ‘Kemalists’ to refer to them, 

characterise and name them. The concept of Kemalism emerged from there. 

And after the victory, bourgeoisie wanted to use and exploit the war and the 

victory he accomplished by emptying the sense of National Independence 

Struggle for the dirty interests of its own class. They centred their class 

benefits and labeled them with Kemalism. Shortly, Kemalism is an ideology 

which the bourgeoisie created. It has no relation with Mustafa Kemal. 

Mustafa Kemal is a soldier... He is a soldier who spent his life in battle 

fields... He knows neither  about economic systems thoroughly nor social 

issues... After all, he doesn’t have time to analyze, examine, discuss and 

probe these issues. 

The Bourgeoisie ‘Shut’ Mustafa Kemal in Çankaya 

  After the victory of the revolution the bourgeoisie ‘shut’ him in Çankaya’. 

They make many drunkards, impostors, profiteers, rascals, plunderers  

surround him. They deceive him in a sense saying ‘Oh, General! Don’t go 

out. Reactionaries will assassinate you. They don’t let you  complete your 

work. You order, we do the necessary.’ They manage to deceive Mustafa 

Kemal with their tricks and lies. Izmir Conspiracy lifts the effectiveness of 

their demagogy. Thus, they make Mustafa Kemal not to be able to go out of 

Çankaya. They break his contact-touch with people. What can a single 

person do against a class?.. This is Mustafa Kemal’s tragedy... 

  Falih Rıfkı writes in his book ‘Çankaya’ : ‘ You haven’t addressed to 

people for years, general. People  have missed you so much. Address people 

at least on the Tenth Anniversary of the Republic’ says Falih Rıfkı. These 

happen a night before he delivered the Speech on the Occasion of the Tenth 

Anniversary of the Republic. I mean he is so isolated-cut off from people, 

friends. Mustafa Kemal’s life after the victory is a tragedy... 

  But of course,  he is a military genius. He beats the largest Cross Army of 

the history, an imperialist army in Çanakkale. This is a definition of an 

imperialist journalist in person. 
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  ‘This is the largest and strongest Cross Army that history has 

witnessed up to the present.’ says he. 

  The commander of these wars, Ian Hamilton, a commander who has a 

military experience and who battled and gained success in South Africa 

when English imperialists went there to put black people under servitude 

and depredate the area. They send him to Dardanelles War as a 

commandant. Ian Hamilton expresses in his memoirs: He is an admirer of 

Mustafa Kemal and fighting force and bravery of the Turkish Army... 

  He says somewhere in his memoirs: ‘We are fighting with an enemy like 

Spartans.’ 

  He says again somewhere: ‘We are fighting with the bravest army in the 

world.’ 

  The one who says this is the Commander-in-chief of Dardanelles Allied 

Forces... 

  Of course, it was a tragedy that Ottoman Empire entered the  World War I. 

It was a result of doddery delusions of bourgeoisie of Union and Progress. 

And that government, Bourgeoisie of Union and Progress brought the most 

damage and harm to Ottoman People by entering the  World War I. 

  That’s another issue. 

  Well, wouldn’t it have been divided if it hadn’t gone? 

  It’s also another issue. No doubt it would be divided. Czar Imperialism, 

English, French, Italian Imperialism, German Imperialism had an eye on it. 

And the  main foreign policy which they called ‘Eastern Question’ since 

1700s was  in fact a question of sharing Ottoman, Iran and China, friends,  

as Lenin and Stalin expressed. Those imperialists have adopted foreign 

policies for 200 years to accomplish this sharing. 

Imperialists Attack Peoples by False Reasons 

  It’s the jammiest or easiest  way to allege an excuse and wage war against 

a country for  the imperialists. Alleging an excuse to declare war is an issue 

of ‘Why did you muddy my water?’ 
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  They hit Iraq. 

  What did they say? 

  There are weapons of mass destruction. 

  However, today, Georges Tennet, the director of CIA then confesses 

clearly in his book: ‘ We knew there weren’t weapons of mass 

distruction such and such in Iraq. The governors of the USA deceived 

the world on this issue.’ 

  Alan Greenspan who has headed USA Central Bank for 18 years says: 

‘The war in Iraq and  the Invasion of Iraq is for oil.’ 

  An imperialist authority who has headed USA Central Bank for such a 

long time says this. 

  Imperialists are such rascals. They allege an excuse and attack... 

  And unfortunately humanity has regressed so much after the collapse of 

Socialist Bloc that no one arises and spits in this coward’s face. Let’s not 

say no one, Cuban Comrades, Venezuelan, Bolivian Comrades spit. Bush 

and Condoleezza Rice cowards can’t hold their heads high in the congresses 

of Latin American countries. Our comrades address them in a manner they 

deserve. But, unfortunately, the rest of the world hasn’t responded to this 

awakening, yet. 

  For example ours... the newly elected ‘Rose’ of  EU and USA (that is 

Abdullah Gül) praises the USA and her  armies to the skies: 

  ‘The USA shouldn’t leave Iraq.(...) America is absolutely on the right 

way. In the last 50 years Americans sacrificed their own children the 

most in the world for the world peace.’ (16th May, 2006) says he 

unblushingly. We are unfortunately under the power of such governors. 

Unfortunately... 

Che Is Just Who He Is 

  Che’s another important characteristic, friends: 
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  You should be what you are. 

  Che never beats about the bush. He doesn’t hedge. He makes no secret of 

what he thinks on anything. He never utters anything he doesn’t believe. 

His expressions are open and clear. Che is just who is. Therefore, he is 

loved, he is admired. One of the reason he is loved and he isn’t forgotten is 

this. He wears his heart on his sleeve. You can’t find lies in Che. And in 

Cuban comrades, too. 

  Fidel says: 

  ‘Not a single person has agonized in Cuba since 1959.’ 

  Yes. No one can disprove it. 

  Is there a leader who can say it in the  bourgeoisie world? 

  Of course Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, led by Kim Il Sung and 

Yong Il Sung follows such a revolutionary line. Let’s not skip without 

mentioning it. 

  Vietnamese comrades, unfortunately, can’t set a good example... Of course 

there is still a socialist economy, but they can’t wave the flag of socialism 

bravely in political terms. Today, they can’t follow a line that fits their 

glorious past... 

  Socialism is still dominating in economy in China. But there is a great 

comedown at the same time. Great comedown... They can’t act honourably 

in front of  the imperialists. They can’t conserve honour of socialism, their 

country and humanity. They are in a dangerous direction... 

Common Ground that ‘Pro-Sevres False Left’ and ‘The Likes of 

Tayyip’ Met: Americanisation 

  Now let’s mention a second one of the current issues, friends: 

   The leader of ÖDP(Freedom and Solidarity Party) Ufuk Uras became a 

member of parliament with the support of Americanist Kurdish Movement 

having bourgeois class identity, you know. 
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  AKP(Justice and Development Party) and MHP (The Nationalist 

Movement Party),  Americanist Kurdish Movement and branches of Pro-

Sevres False Left that entered the parliament allied with each other on the 

election of Abdullah Gül’s presidency. They allied with each other upon the  

Americanism common theme. If they hadn’t attended the  parliamentary 

sessions, Gül wouldn’t have been elected. 367 quorum wouldn’t have been 

met,  the session of  the parliament wouldn’t have opened and Gül couldn’t 

have been elected. 

  They are so called that much opposite parties, movements in ideology, on 

the surface... 

  How did they come together, friends? How did MHP, DTP (Democratic 

Society Party-Kurdish bourgeoisie Party), ÖDP and SDP(Socialist 

Democracy Party) meet? 

  They met at  Americanism common denominator. 

  We don’t call them Pro-Sevres False Left in vain.. On this issue, all of 

them dropped behind CHP( Republican People’s Party). Because they are 

so-called leftists. 

  Take Ufuk Uras , for example. 

  He is among those who congratulated Gül, you know, don’t you? He is 

one of them. 

  They meet Tayyip and chat like shopkeepers. Tayyip says: ‘You’ve put on 

weight.’ And he smiling, overjoyed says: ‘We are globalising.’ 

  (Laughter...) 

  I mean, these are so ordinary, shabby talks. 

  (Laughter...) 

  He also says some important things. A journalist asks: 
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  Do you approve the policy of the  Cuban leader Castro? Do you admire 

him?’ 

  He answers: 

  ‘I prefer a democratic, pluralist formation. I prefer a structure where there 

is the freedom of press and in which political parties are free. That’s why I 

have no private admiration for one party regimes.’ 

  It goes on, but... 

  It’s disgusting, friends. It sticks in our craw  to read those lines. 

  There have been parties claiming to be socialist, saying these kind of 

things. 

  Where are they now? 

  Other parties of Socialist Bloc... Gorbachov also twaddled such things on 

the eve of the collapse of Socialist Bloc, didn’t he? 

  How did it end in? 

  What does pluralist party mean when there is  the proletariat in power? 

What is it to let a bourgeois party, friends? 

  Will you organize socialist economy or still make class struggle against 

the  bourgeoisie? 

  Or will you make political struggle? 

  Of course, class struggle will continue in different ways secretly until all 

classes disappear totally. During the  Proletariat Dictatorship class struggle 

continues. But it is apart. While continuing this, you are going to say to the 

bourgeoisie, legally: ‘OK. Confront me, let’s struggle. Let’s make 

collusion...’ 

  This is ridiculous! No serious revolutionary can say such a thing. 
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  Moreover,  friends, it is said that there is no opposition in Cuba... 

  There is the chiefbandit of the world 90 miles off Cuba. 

  (Applause...) 

  Isn’t it opposing with her army, satellites, radio and televisions and with 

catty spies, friends? Hasn’t she opposed for 40 years? Isn’t she opposing 

Cuba with economic blockage she is sustaining vilely? 

  But he is buffoon...can’t understand these...False Left!.. 

  He mentions the freedom of press. He wants something that supports 

counter-revolution. 

  Who possesses media in our country? 

  Barons-moneybags. 

  Under the  possession of a few holding companies.  

  What do they support? 

  Their own class interests. Were we mentioned on any TV channels, 

comrades? 

  No, we weren’t and we aren’t going to be!.. 

  Our videos are sometimes displayed. But our name is never mentioned. 

And our videos are displayed inevitably with our activities. Our name is 

never mentioned... 

  Where is the  freedom of press? 

  They don’t mention even one of our tens of demonstrations. 

  What happened to freedom of press? 
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  They are all the same newspapers! Newspapers which look work for the  

same class interests. No big deal to have a lot of names. 

  Well, Labour Class is in power in Cuba. Whose money will be used to 

publish a newspaper defending exploitation? 

  Who will finance it? 

  CIA, America, EU will, won’t they? 

  You will take money from America, EU or Soros... And you will 

supposedly publish an opposing newspaper. And Fidel and Cuban comrades 

will let this, is it? 

  Oh poor fellow!.. Is everybody buffoon like you?.. 

  (Applause...) 

  When we called them False Left, they say we  affront them. 

  No, friends! 

  Does America announce them as ‘source of hope’ for nothing? Is she idle? 

  They have tens of think tanks. Thousands of spies, research assistants, so-

called scientists, experts... Don’t they know their soul? 

  They know. Because of that they announce them as ‘democracy forces’ , 

‘source of Hope’. Of course.!.. 

  And so they announce us as their enemy because  we know everything of 

this coward and oppose her!.. 

  One of the listeners: They are assumed as ‘democracy forces’ and we are 

seen as‘chauvinist’. 

  Nurullah Ankut: Yes, yes... 
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We also agree with Cuban Comrades on The Kurdish Issue 

  We said that we were of the same opinion on many original issues in 

Turkey with our Cuban Comrades. 

  We are of the same opinion on Kurdish Issue, too. 

  According to us, Kurdish Issue is the most important political issue of 

Turkey. 

  Our book titled ‘Don’t Lie, Uğur Mumcu, We Are Coreligionists’ was 

published in 1995.There we commented on Kurdish Movement, recent 

PKK(The Kurdish Labour Party) Movement as follows: ‘An anti-imperialist 

petite bourgeoisie movement fighting for National Independence.’ 

  It’s written exactly the same in our book. 

  We said ‘They are giving an anti-imperialist struggle, it’s a moral duty of 

every democrat to support this’. 

  However, a movement can’t move on a small bourgeois line. Unavoidably, 

it is to get into orbit of one of today’s main classes. It will inevitably end in 

one of two results: 

  It will get into the  orbit of the proletariat, or the  bourgeoisie. 

  A petite bourgeois movement can’t be accomplished today. It can’t be 

succeeded in the 20th century. Because petite bourgeoisie is not a basic 

class. It’s not a basic class like the proletariat or the bourgeoisie playing a 

role directly in dominant production method. It’s a middle class. It’s a 

middle layer. In this regard, it can’t maintain a movement decidedly and 

accomplish. 

  Socialist Bloc collapsed in 1991. After that, PKK movement shifted its 

grounds to the bourgeoisie and  the USA. The leader of this movement 

began to send his regards to the  USA in his talks with CIA agents in Bekaa. 

We wrote them, they were all written. ‘I send my respects. I’m not a 

Marxist-Leninist.’ said he. He defined himself as a socialist in the line of 

European Socialists (their names are socialist),in the line of Tony Blair’s 

etc. parties. He defined himself as he was harmless. And it’s clear today 
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where it has reached, friends: He decided in a bourgeois line. And the 

movement orbited in an Americanist line. Its name is Americanist 

Bourgeois Kurdish Movement. Its name is clearly this. 

  At that time we said we had nothing to do with that movement. We can’t 

act together with an Americanist movement. In no way can we league 

together. 

  Then, we said that it was necessary to establish a Communist Kurdish 

Movement. 

  We solved Kurdish Issue in 1933. Here is our book… 

  Communist Kurdish Movement, which is to be established, is going to 

follow the line of International Proletariat movement. Because Lenin says, 

National Issue is secondary for communists. What is primary is the cause of 

International Proletariat Movement and its benefit. 

  Then, such a Kurdish Movement will, first of all, be against the USA and 

EU imperialists. It would stick to sister peoples in the region. It would be an 

ally to Anti-imperialist, Anti-colonialist, Anti-chauvinist Salvation 

Movements of Peoples. And when victory is gained with these movements, 

circumstances for solving Kurdish National Issue freely will have been 

created. 

  We, as communists, say that we are in favor of voluntary togetherness. We 

have been living fraternally for a thousand years. We had collaborated when 

making these lands a ‘homeland’, we had struggled together against 

Byzantine, against Romen Diyojen. Islam Historians write this. 

  At that time, we were a folk becoming a classed society newly and settled 

down newly, too. At the time of Alparslan’s victory… At the time of Tuğrul 

Bey, Alparslan’s uncle, Oghuz Turks began to settle down . Before that they 

were a nomadic  population in Middle Stage of Barbarism. 

  Due to this fact, we don’t have any historians, literates at that time. There 

are Islam historians, Byzantian historians, Armenian historians and Syrian 

historians who tell  about those wars. 
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  We had struggled together. We wish to live together brotherly, freely and 

equally again. We set our hearts for it. But they are our Kurdish brothers 

and sisters who will decide freely. If they make a declaration of intention 

accordingly to our desire, we’ll live brotherly. If they don’t, we draw 

apart… All hell didn’’t break loose. And we can exist side by side, 

brotherly. This is what we say. Our solution for Kurdish Issue is this and 

this is our point of view. 

  We tell it everywhere clearly. We never beat about the bush. Our words 

are short, clear and to the point. Each of our thesis, each of our words is 

easily comprehensible for both well-educated comrades and for junior 

friends who got a basic education. 

  This is our point of view on Kurdish Issue, friends. 

  But they think that they defend Kurdish Movement, Kurdish Issue by 

logrolling Americanist Kurdish Movement. 

  But it isn’t! Their common denominator is Americanism! What they all do 

is Americanism… This is what throws them together. They unite under that 

denominator. 

  Now let’s talk about Fidel’s words on Kurdish Issue: 

  A committee headed by Gürbüz Çapan,  the  Mayor of Esenyurt , goes to 

Cuba, friends. Year 1994. They meet with Fidel. And Kurdish Issue is 

mentioned. Fidel says: 

  ‘I keep a close watch on events in Turkey. I hope and wish that 

Kurdish Movement there doesn’t become Yankee’s (the USA’s) 

petrolium custodian.’ 

  He puts it so right, friends, doesn’t he? 

  Unfortunately,  the current situation of this movement is what Fidel wants 

to beware:  Being Yankee’s Petrolium Custodian! 

  Murat Karayılan says to Newsweek interviewer: 
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  ‘We can be an ally to the  USA, our enemy is the same. 

  ‘USA has always seen us through our enemy’s eye. But we wish to be 

perceived as friend. Our seven thousand armed militants can be an ally 

to the USA against Islamic Radicalism. 

  ‘Unlike Turks, Kurds are sympathizers of the USA much more. Their 

tendency is towards Americanism.’ 

  As a matter of fact, three thousand Iraqi Kurd peshmarga wages war on 

patriots resisting  the invasion. 

  And again Murat Karayılan says in a speech he made in Barzani’s 

‘Kurdistan TV’on October 24th,2006: 

  ‘Let the USA government make a project based on all countries in 

which Kurds live.’ 

  He makes this offer to the USA. 

  What does it mean? 

  OK, you not only came to Iraq and saved Kurds, come to Turkey, too, and 

we shall form an alliance with you, save us, too. Establish a state for us, 

too’. This is what he tries to say. 

  What does Zübeyir Aydar, the representative of PKK in the  political arena 

in Europe, say? 

  ‘America is our friend coming from afar.’ 

  Clear!.. 

  ‘In general we find what she performed in the Middle East  positive’ 

  Now, isn’t it an Americanist Movement following a bourgeois line? 

  Yes! Clear!.. 
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  Is it possible to deny? 

  No. After all,  the vast majority of the grassroots of the movement supports 

the USA openly, we always witness it. 

  How can a revolutionary form an alliance with them? 

  No, friends, this is not  the way to look at the National Issue, Kurdish 

Issue, it’s not. 

  Like all issues, Kurdish Issue has a revolutionary, reactionary and 

bourgeois solution. 

  Today, the solution which PKK supports is the  bourgeois solution. 

  We are in favor of  the revolutionary solution and set forth it. 

  Is Kurdish Movement in Iraq, led by Talabani, Barzani free? 

 No, there is no such thing. Once  it was under the hegemony of Saddam, 

now,  it’s under the hegemony of the USA. Under the exploitation of the 

USA companies… 

  Where is freedom?.. 

  No, friends, a revolutionary doesn’t see like this. 

  Here is Che’s vision, Fidel’s vision, friends. 

  Our route has always been the revolutionary route, no one can deflect or 

sidetrack us! 

  Because of this, we and our Cuban comrades can understand each other 

very well. 

  We are the sole real Marxist-Leninist Movement of Turkey. 

  (Applause…) 
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  Our director friend says we have overrun the time. I have become a bit 

long-winded. . Excuse me, comrades. 

  The left winds blowing from Latin America will inevitably cover that 

continent and then the Ancient World, friends. 

  People aren’t beasts of burden! 

  If it were, humanity would have stuck in Slavery Societies. They all 

collapsed one by one… 

  USA bandits will also collapse! 

  And as Fidel and Che say; ‘Humanity will be a single socialist country, 

sooner or later.’ 

  (Applause…) 

  This is inevitable. 

  We are people, we are right, we will win! 

  Venceremos!  

  (Applause…Slogans…Damn Imperialism…Long Live 

Socialism…Viva Cuba…Viva Socialismo…Comrade Che is 

Immortal…El Pueblo Unido Jama’s Sera Vencido!..) 

  Comrade Sait Kıran: Comrades, we would like to give thanks to  the 

representative of Cuba Socialism, esteemed Ambassador Ernesto Gomez 

Abascal, and  the Leader of People’s Liberation Party, Nurullah Ankut. 

  Now we will have a break for twenty five minutes and then  our program 

will continue at a quarter to seven. Our dear estimable folk music artist 

İsmail Hakkı Demircioğlu will be with us.                                             

  ***  
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  İsmail Hakkı Demircioğlu: Our friends mentioned very appealing 

subjects. It was illuminating in respect of understanding both history and 

today, for me, too. It lasted a bit long, yet it could have lasted longer. I 

mean it wasn’t boring at all. 

  (Applause…) 

  My voice isn’t good enough due to sleeplessness and I came a long way. 

For this reason, I will sing from various bards and various regions, in a 

short concert not to make a long program. 

  Like revolutionaries in the world, perhaps people who melodised ballads 

composed and sang for a more beautiful world. In this respect ballads show 

parallelism with what is told today. 

  I will sing one another, I won’t announce.      

  ***   

   Comrade Sait Kıran: Distinguished Friends, on behalf of our Party, I 

want to give thanks to our esteemed folk music artist İsmail Hakkı 

Demircioğlu. 

  He, showing a solidarity sample, staged for free and contributed to our 

activity in which we commemorated Comrade Che on the 40th anniversary 

of his death. I wish to thank him on behalf of our Party. 

  There will be a documentary show to which authorities from Cuban 

Embassy will attend in our party building on October 9th at seven p.m. We 

invite our comrades, friends living in Ankara. 

  Our program has come to an end. We thank you all for participating and 

contributing. 

  (Applause…) 

 


